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This paper is a continuation of [I], in which g-p-convergence and the 
sequence spaces -r, 1p are defined. -
Theorem I. A sequence x<n> ={xi.">} is g-p-cgt in -r if, and only if, 
-the partial sums sio"> = .2~- 1 x~"> satisfy the condition that for every 8 > 0, and 
for every k, there exists a number N(8) such that ls)t-si.a>l<8 for p,q;;.N. 
By [I], Theorem VII, a g-p-bd set U in 1p possesses the property 
Lf- 1 ILIUJ.:I + lim lukl .;;;;M for every u in U. An example of such a set is 
k--..oo 
u<t>= {ui.1>}, where u~>= I, k.;;;;t; u~>=O, k>t, (t= I, 2, ... ). In this case, 
M =I, and IL1~1>1 =I, Llu~> = 0 otherwise, except for the limit sequence 
obtained when t--* oo. In this sequence v = lim uk= 1, and Lluk=O 
k->-00 
throughout. 
Now the condition for g-E-cgce may be written in the form 
(1) 
00 I ,2 (sjr>-si.a>)LJuk+(s<P>_s<a>)vl ~ 8, 
k-1 
where p, q;;.N(8, U) (cf. [1], Theorem VIII). 
If we substitute in turn the sequences of the p-hd set U defined above, 
we obtain lsit-si.a>l.;;;;8, p, q;;.N(8), k=I, 2, ... , and ls<P>-s<a>j.;;;;8, where 
sl."> --* s<n> as k --* oo (p, q;;. N). This latter condition is implied by the 
condition stated in the theorem, which has now been proved necessary. 
Also the left hand side of (1) < .2f-1 ls)J>> -si.a>IILJukl + js<Pl -s<a>llvl, and if the 
given condition holds, this expression < 8 M, whenever p, q;;.N. It 
follows that the condition is sufficient, and the theorem is proved. 
Theorem II. A sequence u<n> = {ui,"l} in 1p is g-'.f,-cgt if, and only if, 
(i) it is c-cgt (ii) the series .2f-1 JL1ui.">j (n= 1, 2, ... ) are uniformly cgt. 
Let X be a g-p-bd set in -r. Then, from [I], Theorem VI, Ism I= 1.2f-1xkj < M 
for every m and for every x E X, and for some M > 0. 
The condition for g-E-cgce in 1p is that, for every such X, and with 
the notation of [I], Theorem VIII, 
00 I .2 sk(LJ)J>>-LJi,a>)+s0(v{J)>_v<a>)j <;8 for p, q;;.N(8, X). 
k-1 
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2 
. Replace sm by s0 +cm (m= I, 2, ... ), where em--+ 0 as m--+ oo. Then the 
above expression reduces to 
00 00 
I ~ ck(LlJ.l>l-LJJcal)+s0(u\"l-uial)l ~ M(2 ~ ILIJcPl_Lllcqll+luiPl_uialj), 
k~l k=l 
since lckl = lsk- s01 <2M. Hence the above conditions are easily seen to 
be sufficient. 
Since <>9>, the coordinate convergence condition (i) is obviously 
necessary. To prove the necessity of (ii), we consider the set of all sequences 
{sm} in 4> such that lsmi=I, I.,;;m..;N, sm=O otherwise, where N is any 
positive integer, and is not fixed for the set. Such sequences may evidently 
be derived from sequences {xk} in 9><<, and these sequences x form a set 
X which is g-p-bd in -r. 
Hence, for g-~-cgce of u'",, we require that l~f~ 1sk(LIJ:l-L1Jcql)l<e for 
p,q;;.N1(e), where jski=I, I..;k..;N, sk=O otherwise. (We note that 
sk = ck in this case, since s0 = 0). Also amp sk (k =I, 2, ... N) is arbitrary. 
Thus it is necessary that for arbitrary N, ~f= 1 lL11fl-Llj.qlj.;;;;e, for 
p,q;;.N1(e). FixingN, wehave byc-cgce ~=1 IL1k-L11all<eforq;;.N1(e), where 
LIJ:l--+Llk as p--+oo; and hence, since N is arbitrary, ~f=1 JL1k-L1JcQll.;;;;e; 
whence, choosing N' such that ~=N'+IlL1kl ..;e, which is always possible, 
since ~f-1 IL1kl<e+~f=1 lL1i~,l and is therefore convergent, we have 
~~'+1 IL11qlj.;;;;e+ ~~'+IlL1kl<2e, for q;;.N1• Thus the series ~f=1 IL1itl 
(q= I, 2, ... ) are uniformly convergent, and the theorem has been proved. 
We note that, since c = {ck} E Z, and {LIJ:l} E av we have incidentally 
shown that ~-cgce and :2-cgce coincide with each other, and thus with 
a1F-cgce. On the other hand a1F-cgce and a1-cgce do not coincide. (See 
-[2], 63, and 310 (10.6, VI).) 
Theorem III. If every sequence in IXt is the g-p-limit of its sections, 
then IX is regular under g-p-cgce. ... 
Let x'Pl (p= I, 2, ... ) be a g-p-cgt sequence in IX. It is hence g-p-bd in 
IX and in IXtt. Let u be any sequence in IXt, and let its sections be denoted 
by u'", (n= I, 2, ... ). Then we have l~kuk(x}t-xi!,l<e for p, q;;.N(e, u). 
Also ~~k(ulc",-uk)xJ:,I<e for n;;.M(e, X), where X denotes the set x'Pl; 
i.e., l~f=M'+Iu#J.P,I<e for every p, and for M';;.M. 
But l~f~1uk(xJ:l-xJcal)+ ~f=M'+l(ukxJ:l-u#lcal)j.;;;;e for p, q;;.N and for 
every M'. Hence l~f~ 1'UJ.,(xj.l'l-xJcal)j.;;;;3e for p, q;;.N and for every M';;.M, 
whence, fixing M' and letting p--+ oo, we have byc-cgce ~~~1uk(xk-x}t)l.;;;;; 
..;3e for M';;.M, q;;.N, where x=c-lim x'Pl. Now, letting M' --+oo, the 
theorem is proved. 
As an example, every sequence in -r is the g-~-1imit of its sections. (See 
[I], remark after Theorem X.) It follows that 1p is regular under g-p-cgce. 
We define a g-Kothe-Banach space, or g-K.B. space, to be a sequence 
space which is a g-perfect Banach space in which d-cgce and g-p-cgce 
coincide. (See e.g. [5], ll4, 11. I4-20.) -
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Theorem IV. -r is a g-K.B. space under the norm llxll =bdklskl, where 
sk= Zf=lxt. 
This number evidently satisfies the conditions for a norm. (See, e.g., 
[2], 317). 
If lsif> -sica> I ..;;efor every k, and p, q;;.N(s), it follows, by fixing k and q, 
and letting p ~ =, that lsk-si.«>l ..;;s for q;;.N(s) and for every k, where 
Sk= z;=lXr is the C-limit Of sif>= z;=lx~P>, and X(p) E 7: (p= 1, 2, ... ). 
In particular, letting k ~=,we have, for q;;.N, jlim sk- lim sj,q>l..;;s, 
k-» 00 k _,. 00 
the existence of the latter limit implying that of the former. Thus, if 
lim s).a>=s<a>, it follows that ls-s<q>l..;;s for q;;.N, where lim sk=s. 
k.....,.oo k.....:;oo 
Thus {sk} E r and {xk} E -c, which is therefore closed under the norm. 
The other conditions are obviously fulfilled, from Theorem I. Thus 
the theorem is proved. 
Theorem V. 'lfJ is a g-K.B. space under the norm I lull= zj;"= 11Likl + lu1 1, 
where Llk=uk-uk+1 (k= 1, 2, ... ). 
Consider a sequence u<P> of sequences in 'lfJ· 
If d(p, q)= zr=1 1Liif>-LJ).«>I+ lu~_P>-ui«>j..;;s for p, q;;.N(s), then, for every 
fixed m, Zf=1 1Liif>-LJ).«>j ..;;sand lu~_P>-ui<~>l ..;;s when p, q;;.N. Letting p~= 
we have Zf= 1 1Lik-LI).«>I ..;;s, where Llk is the c-limit of LJ)f> (k= 1, 2, ... ),and 
I u1 - uia> I < s, where Ut = c lim uia>, when q > N. Thus, letting m ~ = gives 
Zf-1 1Lik-Lij.,<~>l <s for q;;.N . ........................ (A) 
Hence Zf=1 IL1kl < zf-1 1Lti.a>l +s, and since, for every fixed q, {uj.q>} E 'lfJ, 
it follows that u E 'lfJ, where u=c-lim u<P>. 
The space is hence limit-closed under distance-convergence, and is a 
Banach space. Since it is g-perfect, it follows from Theorem II, in which 
it is shown that the above condition (A) implies uniform convergence of 
ziLJi.a>l, and from the fact that c-cgce together with uniform convergence 
evidently imply the condition stated, that 'lfJ is a g-K.B. space under 
this norm. 
Theorem VI. If M(IX, {3) denotes the set of matrices A such that, if 
x E IX, Ax E {3, and if (i) IX> cp, (ii) IXt and {3 are regular under g-IXtiX-cgce 
and g-{3-cgce respectively, (iii) {3 is g-perfect, then (a) M'(IX, {3) = M({Jt, 1Xt), 
(b) M(1X, {3)=M(1Xtt, (3). 
For we easily deduce, from the conditions above and from [1 ], Theorem 
XIII, that M'(IX, {3)..;;M({3t,1Xt) and M'({Jt, 1Xt)..;;M(1Xtt, {3). But IXtt;;.IX, 
whence M(IX, {3)-;;;. M(IXtt, {3). 
It follows that M(IX, {3)=M'({3t, 1Xt)=M(1Xtt, {3), and the theorem is 
proved. (See [3], 300, (6.4, II) and [4], 375, Theorem 3(a).) 
Theorem VII. If M(IX, {3)=M(y, <5), and IX, {3, y, <5 all contain cp, 
then (a) {3 = <5, (b) IXt = yt. 
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The result follows at once, on comparing the column and row spaces 
of the matrix spaces (cf. [3], 299, (6.4, I)). 
Theorem VIII. If IX#cp, a g-linear transformation defined by {J=AIX 
transforms every g-IX-cgt sequence with a g-IX-limit into a g-{3-cgt sequence 
(cf. [3], (6.1, III)). 
Let x<Pl be the sections of a sequence x E IXtt, and let bE pt. Then if 
A= (an,k), we have ~nbn_lkan~iJ'l = _l~)?l.lnankbn for every fixed p, since 
columns of A are in {3. 
If, in particular, x E IX, and y=Ax, we have from g-linearity that y is 
the g-{3-limit of y<Pl = Ax<Pl, or .lnbnYn = lim .lnbny~l. Writing this in the 
P-+00 
form _lnbn_lkankxk= lim _lnbn_lkan~iJ'l, we obtain from the relationship 
P->-00 
bAx<Pl = x<Pl A 'b above, 
00 00 00 00 
_2 xk _2 ankbn = ,.2 bn ,.2 ankxk> 
k=l n=l n=l k=l 
which is convergent. 
Hence .lnankbn E IXt, and it follows that _l~k.lnankbn converges for every 
x in IX tt. Thus, letting p -+ CXJ in bAx<Pl = x<Pl A 'b shows that y<:~>l = .l#nkxJrl 
is g-{3-cgt; i.e., that transforms of sections of all sequences in IXtt are 
g-{3-cgt. 
Now let v<nlbe a g-IX-cgt sequence withg-IX-lim v<nl=v. Let X<:~>l (p= 1,2, ... ) 
be the sections of v. 
Then for every u in IX t, 
00 p 
l..luk(vJrl-XJrl)l =I .2 ukvJrl- ..2 ukvkl 
k k=1 k=1 
00 00 00 
( l) =I .2 ukvJrl- ,.2 ukvk+ .2 ukvkl 
k=l k=1 k=p+1 
00 00 
~I .2 uk(vJrl -vk)l +I .2 ukvk I 
k=1 k=p+1 
We may choose p sufficiently large to ensure that each of the two 
expressions on the right of (l)<.e/2. Thus we now have, for any e>O, and 
p;;.N(e), 12~=tuk(v)?l-X)?l)l<e; whence g-IX-lim (v<:~>l_X<Pl)=O. Hence 
g-{3-lim A(v<:~>l_X<:~>l)=O; and since AX<:~>l is g-{3-cgt, as proved above, it 
follows that Av<Pl is g-{3-cgt also. This proves the theorem. 
We define two sequence spaces to be g-homoeomorphic when there 
exist (i) a g-linear transformation f3=L(1X), (ii) a g-linear transformation 
IX=L-1({3), and when these transformations are such that (iii) L-1(Lx)) =X 
for every x in IX, (iv) L(L-1(y))=y for every yin f3 (cf. [3], 292). 
We then write IX=gh{J. Clearly g-homoeomorphism is an equivalence 
relation ([3], 292). 
Theorem IX. If IX is g-perfect, and Ll=(dk), where dk is not zero 
for any k, then LIIX is g-perfect, and IXghLIIX (cf. [3], 293, (6.3, I)). 
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This is proved exactly as in the analogous theorem quoted, except 
for the demonstration of continuity of the transformations under g-p-cgce, 
which we now give. 
Let x!P> and x be sequences in IX such that xis the g-p-limit of x!P>. Then 
for every v in IX t, and every e > 0, 
00 
I! vk(x1P>-xk)j~e for p~N(e,v). 
k=l 
Now if f3=LliX, we may replace vk by ukdk, where {uk} E {Jt; and conversely 
every {uk} in {Jt defines a {vk} in IXt. 
We then have i!~=luk(d~Jr>-dkxk)j.;;;e for p;;.N(e, u). But this is the 
condition that {d~k} is the g-{3-limit of {dkxJr>}. (Since u may be any 
sequence in {Jt). Thus the transformation is continuous under g-p-cgce. 
Similarly the inverse transformation is continuous. This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
Theorem X. If IX and f3 contain 4> and are g-homoeomorphic, then 
there exists a matrix A such that f3 =A IX, and A has a unique two-sided 
reciprocal A-1 such that IX=A-1{3 (cf. [3], 294, (6.3, II)). 
From [1 ], Theorem XVI, it follows that there is one and only one matrix 
A such that Ax=L(x) for every x in IX, where Lis a g-linear transformation 
of IX to f3 satisfying the condition that IX and f3 are g-homoeomorphic. 
Similarly there is one and only one matrix B such that B(y) =L-1(y) for 
every y in {3. 
Then, for x in IX, we have B(Ax)=B(L(x))=L-1(L(x))=x. Now the 
columns of A are the A-transforms of e!k> in IX, and are therefore in f3; 
and as rows of Bare in {Jt, !;,b,.;,a;,k is convergent for every n and every k, 
where A= (a,..k), B= (b,.,k). 
Moreover, since B(Ae!k>)=e!k>, it follows that !Aiaik= b~k> (n, k= 1, 2, ... ). 
Similarly !p,.1b1k= b~k> (n, k= 1, 2, ... ). 
Thus B is a two-sided reciprocal of A, and it is unique, as already 
remarked. 
Theorem XI. If (i) IX, f3 and p, contain 4>, (ii) 1Xghf3, f3=AIX, IX=A-1{3, 
(iii) f3ghp,, p,=Bf3, f3=B-1p,, then p,=(BA)IX, and the transformation is a 
g-homoeomorphism between IX and p, (cf. [3], 294 (6.3, III)). 
If x E IX, then AxE f3 and B(Ax) E p,. Moreover, if x!P> (p= 1, 2, ... ) are 
the sections of x, then Ax!Pl is g-{3-cgt with g-{3-lim Ax!P> =Ax whence, 
since rows of B are in {Jt, we have 
I !b.,.(!a,.kxJr>- !a,.kxk)l ~e for p~N(e,s) (s=1,2, ... ) 
"' k k 
Also, columns of A are in {3, as in the previous theorem, whence it follows 
that l!~=lxk~=lbsna,.k- !~= 1b.,.!~- 1a~kl <e for p;;.N(e, s) (s= 1, 2, ... ). 
When p ~ oo we obtain (BA)x=B(Ax), whence (BA)x is in p,, i.e., 
( BA )IX< p,. But to every v in wcorresponds a u in f3 such that v = Bu, and 
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to each such u corresponds a yin IX such that u=Ay, and v=B(Ay). 
Hence ,u< (BA)IX, and we now have t-t= (BA)IX; and similarly IX= (A-1B-1)f.l. 
The g-linearity is preserved in the transformations since, for example, 
(BA)IX= B(AIX), and the latter transformation preserves g-linearity by 
definition. Also, for x in IX, (A-1B-1)(BA)x=A-1[B-1{B(Ax)}] as above, 
and the latter expression evidently reduces to x. Similarly, for v in f.l, 
(BA)(A-1B-1)v=v. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem XII. If (i) IX and {J contain cf> and are regular under g-p-cgce 
(ii) ~Xgh{J, then IXtgh{Jt (cf. [3], 295, (6.3, IV)). 
Let fl=AIX and IX=A-1{1, where AA-1=A-1A =1. From the g-linearity 
of gh-transformations, we have, for every u in {Jt, I ~u,zka,1,(x)r>- xk) I< e 
for p;;;.N(e, u), where x'P> are the sections of any sequence xin IX (p= l, 2, ... ). 
As in Theorem VIII, we show by reversing the order of summation in 
z,u,z,,ankx)r> that, letting p--+ oo . 
.2 xk .2 a!c, u, = .2 u, .2 ank xk. 
k " " k 
Since the right hand side converges, it follows that A'u E IXt, and hence, 
since u is an arbitrary sequence in {Jt, that A'{Jt < IXt. Similarly (A-1)' IXt <{Jt. 
Thus if y E tXt, then (A-1)'y E pt. 
Now in virtue of (i), it is easily shown by an argument of the type used 
in [3], (6.2, II) and (6.2, VI), that A'[(A-1)'y]= [A'(A-1)']y=y. (We note 
that rows of (A-1)' are columns of A-1, which are in IX.) 
Thus every sequence in IXt is the A'-transform of a sequence in {Jt; 
whence IXt<A'{Jt, and we now have IXt=A'{Jt. Similarly (A-1)'1Xt={Jt. 
The transformations are g-linear, from condition (i) and a proof similar 
to that in [3], 284, (6.2, II), since rows of A' are in {3 and rows of (A-1)' in IX. 
Thus IXtgh{Jt, as was to be proved; while the matrices (A-1)', A' have 
been shown to determine the g-homoeomorphism. 
Theorem XIII. ljtXgh{J, where (i) IX is g-perfect and regular under 
g-tX-cgce, and (ii) {J;;;.cf>, then {3 is g-perfect (cf. [3], 295, (6.3, V)). 
Let {J=AIX, IX=A-1{1 determine the g-homoeomorphism. If x<n> is any 
g-{J-cgt sequence with a g-{3-limit (which is in {Jtt by definition), then, 
by Theorem VIII, A-1x<n> is g-tX-cgt, and hence, from (i), has a g-tX-limit y 
in IX. If z=Ay, then z E {J; i.e., g-{3-lim A(A-1x<">) =g-{J-lim x<n> E fl. This 
means that {3 is limit closed under g-{3-cgce, and is thus g-perfect, ([1], 
Th. III), as was to be proved. 
In the Kothe-Toeplitz theory, normal spaces play an important part. 
One way of defining this property is as follows. If, whenever {ck} E a00 
and {xk} E IX, then {ckxk} E IX, the space IX is said to be normal. An analogous 
property in our theory is thus seen, on comparing the requirements for 
convergence of zlc~kYkl and _2ckxkzk, where X E IX, y E IX*, Z E tXt, to be 
the following. 
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A space eX is said to be seminormal if, whenever {ck} E 'lfJ, and {x"'} E eX, 
then {ckxk} E eX. 
We then have the following theorem. 
Theorem XIV. All g-perfect spaces are seminormal. 
Proof. If x E eX, y E et\ then {xkyk} E -r. 
Hence, for every {c,,} in 'lfJ( = -rt), {ckxkyk} E -r. Thus {ckxk} E ettt =eX, and 
the theorem is proved. Clearly all normal spaces are seminormal, since 
'lfJ < r < a00 • Also all g-dual spaces, being g-perfect, are seminormal, but 
not necessarily normal. Whether or not eX is seminormal, whenever 
x E eX and c= {ck} E 'lfJ, we have {c"'x"'} E ettt. The set of all such sequences 
{ckxk} is evidently cx itself whenever eX is seminormal, since c"'= 1 for 
every k defines a sequence in 'lfJ· We denote this set by cX'P. If eX is not semi-
normal, this may or may not be a sequence space. 
A sequence in eX will be said to be g-et{Jtp-cgt whenever, for x'v> E eX 
(p = 1, 2, ... ) and u E fJtp, where f3 <.eXt, we have 
I ~uk(x)l'>-xicq>)l<e for p,q';;;::N(e,u). 
k 
Since fJtp> {3, g-etfJ'P-cgce implies g-et{J-cgce, but not necessarily conversely, 
unless f3 is seminormal. 
Theorem XV. g-~-cgce implies g-et{Jtp-cgce. 
Proof. If ~~kuk is cgt, then ~1hxkuk is cgt whenever :L"'Ic"'-c"'+II 
is cgt. Denoting the latter sum by ~kiL1kl, and ~~- 1xkuk by Bv, we may. 
as in previous theorems establish that Lkxkukck= ~kskL1k+sc, where 
c= lim ck, s= lim ~~- 1x,u,. Let x'v> denote a g-et{J-cgt sequence, and u 
k~oo k~oo I!IIC:Ia 
an arbitrary sequence in {3. Then we have 
l ~(x)J'> -xicq>)ckuk! = l ~(s)l'> -sica>)LJk+(s'v> -s'«>)c! 
k k 
In order that the expression on the left should be <,e for p q;;.N(e u, c), 
which is the condition for g-et{J'P-cgce, it is therefore sufficient that 
lsiJ'>-sicq>l<e' for p, q;;.N'(e', u) and for every k, which will imply 
js'v> - g(tJ> I <. s' also for the p and q selected. 
The latter condition is that for g-et{J-cgce of x'v>. The condition js)r>- sictJ> I<. 
<.s', p, q;;.N'(s', u), for every k, may be written ~~~- 1u,(x~v>_x~tJ>)j<.e' 
for p, q;;.N'(s', u) and for every k. 
Now if u'n> are the sections of u, then the u'n> form a g-fJ-cgt sequence 
(n= 1, 2, ... ) and hence a g-fJ-bd set. Hence, if x'v> is g-et{J-cgt, 
..... 
k I ~ u,(x~v> -x~q>)! < e' 
r=l 
for every k, and for p, q-;;;.N(s', u), which is the condition we require. 
Hence the theorem is proved. 
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We now define certain classes of sequence spaces which will enable us 
to extend slightly a theorem of Allen ([4], 375, Th. 3(a)). 
Let x = {xk} be a fixed arbitrary sequence, with zero elements cor-
responding to k=mv m2, .... (We shall where not otherwise stated regard 
{mP} as an infinite sequence of suffixes; the slight modifications of the 
following results when {mP} E cf>, or when there are no zero elements in x, 
present no difficulty.) Let the remaining suffixes, in order, be kv k2, ... , 
where we shall assume {kP} is an infinite sequence in every case considered. 
We now denote by Srux the space consisting of all sequences of form 
{xkvk} where {vk..,}= {wp} E IX. We further denote by srux the space of all 
sequences of form u + t, where u E cf> and t E s_. Special cases of spaces 
of this class are C and D, where we take IX to be I, the space of all stationary 
sequences C= {ck} in which ck+ 1 =ck for every k. 
We note that whenever IX>c/> and x contains no zeros, S==S=. We 
may easily derive the basic properties of spaces of this class in terms of 
those of IX and x. For example: 
( l) Slx is the space consisting of all sequences y = {yk} with arbitrary 
elements_Ym.., (p= l, 2, ... ) and remaining elements Yk.., =zpfxk.., where {zP} E IXt. 
(2} St!. is the space of all sequences of form u + t, u E cf>, t E s_tt. 
Evidently if IX is g-perfect, then s_ is g-perfect. 
The conditions for g-p-boundedness and convergence in these spaces 
may now readily be derived if required. 
Our present purpose is to examine the nature of the matrix space 
M(IX, S:U), matrices of which convert sequences in IX into sequences in 
S:U, in the particular case when IX is normal and contains a sequence 
with no zero elements. (For example, IX may be Z, a,(r> 1}, a00.) 
In this case M(IX, S:U) =(X~ s:U. 
Theorem XVI. If IX is a normal sequence space containing a sequence 
with no zero elements, and if A=(a,,k) and A EIX ~s:U, then (i) for n;;;.n0 , 
rows of A with row suffixes corresponding to suffixes of zero elements of x 
are zero rows (ii) if, for n;;;.n0 , the remaining rows of A are divided by 
corresponding elements of x (which will be non-zero) the same row vector 
will be formed in each case (iii) row vectors of A are in IX*. Conversely, if A 
possesses these properties, then A E IX~ s:U. 
The converse is obvious. We have therefore merely to prove the necessity 
of conditions (i) and (ii). (Condition (iii) is necessary to ensure the con-
vergence of "',kank~ for every n, and every u in IX, which is normal.) 
We will consider zero and non-zero elements of x separately, and if 
{nP} is the sequence of suffixes of non-zero elements of x, we shall write 
a,.,,k=bp,k (p, k=l, 2, ... ). 
Then, considering {y,.,}= {"',kbp,k~} (p= l, 2, ... ), the sequence of 
elements of {y,} corresponding to non-zero elements of x, we have 
y,..,fx,.., = "',k(bp,kfx,.,)~, (p= l, 2, ... ). But _these expressions must be equal 
for every p;;;.p0, by the definition of S:U. We write bp,kfx,.., =gp,k• and 
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G = (IJp,k). We thus need to show that there exists a sequence v in .x such 
that "'i~c!Jp,kVd= "'ik!Ja.kvk for every p, q>N, (p=Fq), unless, for sufficiently 
large N, for every k, and for all p, q>.N, we have IJp,k=IJq.l,· 
If this condition is not satisfied, there must exist a sequence {p., q;} 
(i = 1, 2, ... ) of pairs of suffixes such that, for each i, "'i7,11J'P1,k -1Ja1.1,1 > 0. 
We assume qi>Pi in each pair. Let {u~c} be a sequence in .x without zero 
elements. Then, for this u, ~. = "'if= 1 11J'P;.k-IJ'P;.kllu"I>O for every i. 
We choose N1 such that !f;, 1 lg'P"k-gq,kllu~cl>iA· It then follows that 
"'if=N,+ 1 Ig'P"k-ga,.kll·u~cl <!~1 . Let vk=U~cC~o, where lckl = 1 for every k, and 
for l.;;;k.;;;Nv choose the arguments of {ck} so that v7,(gp,,k-gq,k) is real 
and non-negative. Then !f,!. 1V~c(IJ'P,,k-IJa,.k)>jA. 
Now 
00 ~ 00 
I "'ivk(gp,,k-gq,,k)l;;;;:o "'i iukii!J'P,k-gq,,kl- "'i lvk(IJp,,k-IJq,k)l;;;;:o 
k=l k=l k=N1 +1 
Also, since .x evidently contains cp, and thus column vectors of G are in 
C ( [3], 299, (6.4, I)), we may determine p2 such that "'if,!. 1 lv~cii1J'P,.k- ga,.~tl = 0. 
We now choose N 2 >N1 so that "'if=N,+tlu~c(g'P,,k-ga,.k) I <!~2 , whence 
"'if!N,+tlu,.,(g'P,,k-IJa,,k)l> 2: 2 , and proceeding in the same manner as in 
[2], 284, (10.2, I(ii)), we construct, section by section, a sequence v, 
which is in .x, since .x is normal and lv7,1 = lu~cl• such that 
l"'if= 1V~c(gp1,~c-1Jq1,~c)l>!~. for an infinite sequence of pairs of suffixes (p., q,). 
Thus y=Gv is not in 0, and A is not in .x-+ Sre1. 
This proves the necessity of condition (ii). That of condition (i) may 
be deduced as a special case of the above argument, since the rows of 
(a....,,k), where {m'P} is the sequence of suffixes of zero elements of x, must 
be equal for n > n0 as above, while zero rows clearly produce zero elements 
in the transformed sequence. 
The theorem is now proved. It may be extended slightly. Using the 
definitions ofF-set and W-set given in [2], 281, but without the limitation 
to convergence-free spaces, we easily deduce the following result. 
If (i) there is an infinite W-set for .x such that the suffixes excluded, if 
any, form an F-set for the space, and (ii) .x is normal and contains cp, then 
(X-+ srel consists of all matrices with the prope1·ties (i) row vectors are in .x*, 
(ii) column vectors are in srel, (iii) the matrix formed by removing columns 
with suffixes in the F-set possesses property (ii) of the previous theorem, 
(iv) for n>n0, suffixes of zero rows of the matrix correspond to suffixes of 
zero elements of x. 
We may thus deduce the following result. 
Theorem XVI (a). If .xis a normal space containing cp, and there 
exists an infinite W-set for .x such that the excluded suffixes form an F-set 
for the space, then whenever .x.;;;y.;;;.x**, .x --+Srei=y -+B.,1 =M(y,So:I)= 
= .x** -+ srd. 
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For if A E 0(:-+ s.,I we easily verify that A E 0(:** -+ s.,D and the theorem 
follows as in [4], 375, Theorem 3(a). 
In conclusion, I should like to thank Dr. R. G. CooKE for reading the 
manuscripts of these papers, and for several useful suggestions. 
Birkbeck College 
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